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India represents “Unity in Diversity”. India is a land of diversities – religions, cultures, languages, 
festivals, and ethnicity. India offers a never-ending list of possibilities to explore and experience 
something new every day.  India is an incredible country with a rich diversity of culture, customs 
and cuisines.  

As a nation and as a country, culture is an important part of our upbringing and who 
we are today. What could be more wonderful than children representing our cherished culture.  

To showcase the culture of incredible india, Class presentation was done by Prep class that 
was “Adbhut  Bharat’ on 15th December 2023  

Madam Principal and Director Sir graced the occasion.  

some enchanting performances took away all to the journey to Northern India , Being the 
heart of India, Kashmir’s blissful aura can never be expressed in words with the sound of 
gushing water,  aroma of pine trees, the vibrancy of saffron, rising of azaan and unfathomable 
calling,  Kashmir always suprises everyone.  

Bhumro – A delightful little folk song in the valley of Kashmir “Bhumro Bhumro” being sung is 
calling out to bumblebee , an insect that hovers over the flowers of the valley  thanking him 
for beauty and colour that it carries with him. It is specially sung during the mehndi night in 
Kashmir seeking all the blessings for the bride for her upcoming  life.  

Singing ( Dogri )- our choir group who are going to enchant and embrace the untouched  
beauty of Himachal Pradesh and politeness of its people through a melodious song. 
Yoga - Yoga is a light which once lit will never dim. Being in nature – even a walk through a 
meadow ,a hike in the forest or a paddle on a lake allows us to nourish our  senses and soul 



and produce a chemistry of blissfulness. 

Our little yogis who are carrying the golden key to door of peace, tranquility, and joy through 
some beautiful yoga postures. 

Friendship Song (Himachali) 

A friend is like a flower,  

A rose to be exact. 

Or maybe like a brand new gate,  

That never comes unlatched.  

A friend is like a heart that goes strong until the end.  

Where would we be in this world if we didn’t have a true friend  

 True friendship is given us by nature not to favour vice, but to aid virtue.  To showcase 
the beauty of friendship through an amazing dance performance  

Finale - Every other beauty simply vanishes or feels less when you once see how beautiful 
Kashmir is. Our little Cecilian guiders who are going to take us once again to the valley, the 
mountains and elevate its beauty. All the junctions through an amazing dance performance. 


